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Abstract
A stochastic second-order wave model is applied to assess the statistical properties of
wave orbital velocity in random sea states below the water surface. Directional spreading
effects as well as the dependency of the water depth are investigated by means of a Monte-
Carlo approach. Unlike for the surface elevation, sub-harmonics dominate the second-order
contribution to orbital velocity. We show that a notable set-down occurs for the most
energetic and steepest groups. This engenders a negative skewness in the temporal evolution
of the orbital velocity. A substantial deviation of the upper and lower tails of the probability
density function from the Gaussian distribution is noticed; velocities are faster below the
wave trough and slower below the wave crest when compared with linear theory predictions.
Second-order nonlinearity effects strengthen with reducing the water depth, while weaken
with the broadening of the wave spectrum. The results are confirmed by laboratory data.
Corresponding experiments have been conducted in a large wave basin taking into account
the directionality of the wave field. As shown, laboratory data are in very good agreement
with the numerical prediction.
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1. Introduction
Accurate wave statistics is crucial to establish concise predictions as well as realistic
design values for wave heights and wave-induced velocities. They can provide a good esti-
mation on the air gap of fixed and tension leg offshore platforms. Velocities, in particular,
are the primary input for wave-induced loads on surface and subsurface structures [1, 2, 3, 4].
Nearshore, in a regime of finite water depth, wave kinematics significantly affect sediment
transport processes [5, 6, 7].
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Provided that waves are of small amplitude, i.e. assuming gentle sloping, the nonlinear
water wave problem can be linearised and the irregular sea surface may then be reconstructed
by a linear superposition of sinusoidal components [4]. In statistical terms, this implies that
waves can be considered as a stationary, ergodic and Gaussian random process. Assuming
the process to be narrow-banded, it is known that wave amplitudes satisfy the Rayleigh
distribution. However, wave steepness is often too large for the linear theory to be valid
in studying ocean waves in deep and coastal waters in a general framework. In terms of
current design practice, second-order nonlinear contributions are applied to account for the
mutual interaction between wave components [8]. General second-order corrections to linear
solutions for the surface elevation η and velocity potential φ are given in [9]. Note that
second-order quasi-deterministic solutions (see for instance [10]) may be more appropriate
for particularly high amplitude waves.
With respect to the water surface elevation, second-order nonlinearity generates high-
frequency bound modes (super-harmonics), which make wave crests higher and sharper
while troughs are flatter and less deep compared to linear models. It also induces low-
frequency components (sub-harmonics), which produce a set-down under the most energetic
wave groups [8, 11]. Taking into account the fact that super-harmonics induce a dominant
contribution [11], the probability density function (p.d.f.) of the surface elevation is then
characterised by a positive skewness and substantial deviations of the upper and lower tails
from the Normal (Gaussian) distribution [8, 12, 13]. Deviations from Normality are reduced
by directional spreading in deep-water and enhanced in finite water depths [8].
For the velocity potential, and consequently wave orbital velocities, second-order super-
and sub-harmonics are of the same order of magnitude nearby the mean water level. Nev-
ertheless, below the surface, super-harmonics decay rapidly [2], while sub-harmonics retain
a significant fraction of their energy [2, 14, 15, 16]. Consequently, sub-harmonics produce
a general increase of velocity below the troughs and decrease it below the crests for the
most energetic wave groups. This effect amplifies with the distance from the surface [17].
Song and Wu [18] noted, numerically, that the p.d.f. of orbital velocity becomes negatively
skewed with respect to the depth. This result, however, is neither confirmed by laboratory
experiments nor by field observations[19, 20, 21, 22].
The effect of second-order nonlinear contribution on wave orbital velocity still remains
unclear. As an example, it is not straightforward yet whether second-order variations to
velocities are sufficiently strong to induce deviations of the upper and lower tails of the
p.d.f. from the Gaussian distribution. Furthermore, the effect of wave directionality (wave
directional spreading) has not been properly assessed yet.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we revisit the contribution of second-order
nonlinearity on wave orbital velocities with a stochastic second-order model [9]. A brief
analytical discussion of the second-order interaction kernels and effects on regular waves
(both mono- and bi-chromatics) is discussed in the next section. In the following Section
3 the stochastic model and its initial conditions are presented. Results of Monte-Carlo
simulations for unidirectional and directional wave fields are assessed in order to evaluate
departures from the Gaussian distribution, with particular focus on extreme values, i.e.
deviations of the lower and upper tail of the distribution. A comparison with experimental
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velocity field data, collected in a large directional basin in infinite and finite depth conditions
[23], is also discussed. Final remarks and a discussion with respect to the main reported
results are presented in the Conclusions.
2. Second-order wave orbital velocity
2.1. Interaction kernels
Taking into account the second-order of nonlinearity, the velocity potential can be written
as a sum of the linear solution of the Euler equations for surface gravity water waves (φ(1))
and a second-order correction consisting of super- and sub-harmonics, denoted by φ(2+) and
φ(2−), respectively [9]. Under the hypothesis of inviscid fluid and irrotational potential flow,
the linear velocity potential of a finite number of M modes, which correspond to number of
elements used in the numerical discretisation, in a water of arbitrary depth is
φ(1) =
M∑
i=1
aig
ωi
cosh[ki(d+ z)]
cosh[kid]
sin Θi (1)
where g is the gravitational acceleration, d the water depth, z the vertical coordinate (origin
z = 0 at the mean water level and positive upwards), ai the amplitude of the i−th wave
component, ωi the concurrent angular frequency and ki = |ki| the concurrent wavenumber.
Θi = ki · x− ωit+ εi where εi denotes the arbitrary phase.
The second-order correction is described as [9]
φ(2±) =
1
4
M∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
aiajg
2
ωiωj
cosh[k±ij(d+ z)]
cosh[k±ijd]
K±φ sin(Θi ±Θj), (2)
where K±φ are the positive and negative kernels:
K±φ =
D±ij
ωi ± ωj (3)
with
D+ij =
(
√
Ri +
√
Rj)
2[
√
Ri(k
2
j − R2j ) +
√
Rj(k
2
i − R2i )]
(
√
Ri +
√
Rj)2 − k+ij tanh(k+ijd)
+
2(
√
Ri +
√
Rj)
2(ki · kj −RiRj)
(
√
Ri +
√
Rj)2 − k+ij tanh(k+ijd)
, (4)
D−ij =
(
√
Ri −
√
Rj)
2[
√
Rj(k
2
i −R2i )−
√
Ri(k
2
j − R2j )]
(
√
Ri −
√
Rj)2 − k−ij tanh(k−ijd)
+
2(
√
Ri −
√
Rj)
2(ki · kj +RiRj)
(
√
Ri −
√
Rj)2 − k−ij tanh(k−ijd)
, (5)
3
Ri = ki tanh(kid), k
±
ij = |ki ± kj | and k = (kx, ky).
The sums in (2) are computed directly, no de-aliasing is required. Wave orbital velocities
are then calculated as the partial derivative of the velocity potential:
u =
∂φ
∂x
; v =
∂φ
∂y
; and w =
∂φ
∂z
(6)
with u and v the horizontal components and w the vertical component.
The kernel functions for two interacting components with wave numbers k1 and k2 are
presented in Fig. 1 for deep (k1d → ∞) and finite (k1d = 1.29) water depth conditions.
A key feature for the limiting case k1d → ∞ is a non-existent contribution of the positive
kernel for collinear modes, as shown in Fig. 1(a), meaning that super-harmonics are not
generated by mutual wave-wave interaction [4, 24]. A slight, but yet negligible, contribution
of the positive kernel still occurs when the components are non-collinear (Fig. 1(b)).
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Figure 1: Second-order kernel functions K+φ and K
−
φ for velocity potential: deep-water depth k1d → ∞
(solid line); finite water depth k1d = 1.29 (dashed line). (a) depicts K
+
φ as a function of frequency for a
fixed direction (θ2 − θ1 = 0o), while (b) shows the behaviour of K+φ as a function of direction for a fixed
frequency (k2/k1 = 1). (c) depicts K
−
φ as a function of frequency for a fixed direction (θ2 − θ1 = 0o), while
(d) shows the behaviour of K−φ as a function of direction for a fixed frequency (k2/k1 = 1).
In Fig. 1 (c), we notice on the other hand that the negative kernel significantly con-
tributes to the second-order nonlinearity, when interacting components are collinear; this
for any relative water depth. The interaction is particularly strong for components of similar
frequency, while it decays rapidly for increasing frequency difference. There is no dependence
of the negative kernel on directionality, as observed in Fig. 1 (d). However, it is important
to note that the negative kernel tends to infinity for self-interactions. Numerically, this
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self-interaction is resolved by forcing the kernel to be equal to zero [4, 24]. As expected,
sub-harmonics strengthen as the relative water depth is reduced.
2.2. Second-order orbital velocity for regular waves
A preliminary assessment of the effect of the interaction kernel is presented here for regu-
lar waves: (i) a self-interacting monochromatic wave; (ii) two interactive collinear monochro-
matic waves of different frequency. As noted in [18], second-order components u, v and w
are statistically dependent. For simplicity, only the horizontal component u along the main
propagation direction will be considered hereafter. Numerically, the u component is derived
from the velocity potential in Fourier space as F−1[i kxF(φ)], where kx is the wavenumber
component along the x direction and F and F−1 the discrete Fourier transform and in-
verse discrete Fourier transform, respectively, which are computed by using the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) and the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT).
The linear solution and second-order corrections for the velocity u of a self-interactive
monochromatic wave are presented in Figs. 2 and 3 as a function of distance, i.e. u(x, t = 0).
Deep and finite water depth conditions are shown, respectively. A wave with significant
steepness of ka = 0.16, with a being the wave amplitude, is used. The linear solution for the
maximum velocity u0 = a
√
gk is applied as normalising factor for u, while the wavelength
λ is used to normalise distance.
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Figure 2: Normalised wave induced velocity of a self-interactive monochromatic wave for deep-water con-
dition, thus for the condition kd → ∞: at the mean water surface z/λ = 0 (upper panels); and at depth
z/λ = −0.30 (lower panels). Linear term in the first column, sub- (dashed) and super-harmonic (continuous)
components in the second column, spectra in the third column.
This solution is trivial for deep-water waves, Fig. 2, as super-harmonics are absent (i.e.
K+ is nil), while K− is forced to zero for self-interaction. For finite water depth waves
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Figure 3: Normalised wave induced velocity of a self-interactive monochromatic wave for an intermediate
water depth condition of kd = 1.29: at the mean water surface z/λ = 0 (upper panels); and at depth
z/λ = −0.30 (lower panels). Linear term in the first column, sub- (dashed) and super-harmonic (continuous)
components in the second column, spectra in the third column.
(kd = 1.29, see Fig. 3), on the contrary, super-harmonics are generated at the mean water
level at z = 0, but they rapidly decay with depth and vanish for z/λ = -0.3. As for the
deep-water case, there are no sub-harmonics due to the choice of setting the negative kernel
equal to zero.
However, when the interaction between components with different wavenumbers acts,
the second-order contribution changes. In order to illustrate this feature, a simple case is
considered. Wave components are chosen such that their respective amplitudes are a1,2 = a/2
and their corresponding wavenumbers are k1,2 = k · (1± 0.2) for simplicity. Resulting linear
and second-order horizontal velocity u and wave spectrum are presented in Figs. 4 and 5
for kd → ∞ and kd = 1.29, respectively. As K+ remains nil over the entire wavenumber
domain for kd→∞, super-harmonics do not occur. On the other hand, there is a substantial
contribution from K−, which generates rather energetic sub-harmonics. The energy content
is approximately one order of magnitude lower than initial (monochromatic) components.
Similarly to the effect on the surface elevation, the sub-harmonics induce a set-down under
the most energetic wave in the signal. Concurrently, this slows down particle motion below
the highest crest and speeds up particle motion below the deepest trough. This is indeed
consistent with previous investigations of second-order wave-orbital velocities in [2, 17]. Due
to its low wavenumber, sub-harmonics decay slowly with depth.
For kd = 1.29, both super and sub-harmonics are present, at the nearby surface, that is at
z ≈ 0. Their energy content is of the same order of magnitude as shown in the spectra in the
right panels of Fig. 5. Note that super-harmonics are represented by three components: two
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Figure 4: Normalised wave induced velocity of two waves interacting for deep-water condition, thus for the
condition kd → ∞: at the mean water surface z/λ = 0 (upper panels); and at depth z/λ = −0.30 (lower
panels). Linear term in the first column, sub- (dashed) and super-harmonic (continuous) components in the
second column, spectra in the third column.
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Figure 5: Normalised wave induced velocity of two waves interacting for an intermediate water depth of
kd = 1.29: at the mean water surface z/λ = 0 (upper panels); and at depth z/λ = −0.30 (lower panels).
Linear term in the first column, sub- (dashed) and super-harmonic (continuous) components in the second
column, spectra in the third column.
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relates to the self-interaction of the two input modes, while the third one is the interaction
between them. Sub-harmonics are only generated by the interaction between modes, i.e.
no contribution from self-interaction. Super-harmonics, however, rapidly decay with water
depth, leaving sub-harmonics as the only subsurface second-order effect, see Fig. 5.
3. Statistics of second-order horizontal velocity
3.1. Monte-Carlo simulations
Statistics of the second-order horizontal velocity for random sea states is derived using
Monte-Carlo simulations. For convenience, the physical domain is an arbitrary surface at
a fixed time, that is at φ(x, y, t = 0). Simulations were performed at different subsurface
layers, for z/λp ∈ {−0.07,−0.13,−0.17,−0.30}. Here, λp is the wavelength associated to the
spectral peak. For deep-water wave condition, z/λp = −0.50 is considered as well. A first-
order description of the potential is initially calculated from Eq. (1) with a random phase
and random amplitude approximation. The phases are uniformly distributed in the interval
[0, 2pi); amplitudes are extracted from an initial spectral condition and then randomised
according to the Rayleigh distribution [8]. The second-order corrections are then calculated
for each pair of wave components using the summations in Eq. (2).
Initial spectral conditions in the wavenumber domain S(k) were defined by a JONSWAP
formulation [25]. The peak wavelength λp was selected to be 1 m, thus, the wavenumber
is k = 6.28 m−1. An infinite water depth was assumed to ensure a deep-water conditions
(kd → ∞) and a depth d = 0.205 m was used for a finite water depth for the condition
kd = 1.29. The enhancement factor γ was set to be equal to 6, while the Phillips constant
α was chosen such that wave steepness kHs/2 = 0.16, Hs being the significant wave height.
The spreading of the wave energy in the directional domain was modelled by a cosN (ϑ)
directional function [26], where N is the spreading coefficient. A unidirectional condition
(1+1)D was considered with N → ∞; a broad directional sea state (2+1)D was obtained
with N = 2.
The physical domain was discretised over a grid of 128 × 1 points for the (1+1)D simula-
tions and 128 × 128 points for the (2+1)D simulations. The spatial resolution was set to be
∆x = ∆y ≈ λ/20. For the less intense (1+1)D cases, 104 realisations with different random
amplitudes and phases where carried out; 103 repetitions were simulated for directional sea
states.
Experimental observations of wave orbital motion in the ocean wave basin at MARIN-
TEK (Norway) have been evaluated in order to verify the validity of second-order simula-
tions. The facility is 70 m wide, 50 m long and it is equipped with a movable bottom to
adjust water depth, see for instance [23]. Waves were generated by imposing initial spectral
conditions at the wave maker with a random phase and random amplitude approximation.
Consistently with the numerical tests, a JONSWAP spectrum and a cosN(ϑ) directional
function were applied. Spectral configurations and water depth were specifically set up such
that kHs/2 = 0.16 and kd→∞ and kd = 1.29, for deep and finite water depth conditions,
respectively. A directional spreading coefficient N = 2 was also imposed. Wave orbital
motion was measured with three electromagnetic current-meters deployed at 2.5 m, 7.5 m
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and 12.5 m from the wave-maker and at a depth of z = −0.25. Therefore, z/λp = −0.17 for
kd→∞ and z/λp = −0.07 for kd = 1.29.
3.2. Skewness
The most obvious manifestation of second-order nonlinearity is the vertical asymmetry
of the signal. The skewness of the horizontal velocity u (i.e. the third order moment of
the p.d.f.) as a function of depth is presented in Fig. 6; the contributions of K+ and K−
have been differentiated. In contrast with what expected for the surface elevation (i.e. a
positively skewed p.d.f., e.g. [8]), velocities are characterised by a negative skewness, in
agreement with previous studies on second-order orbital motion [18].
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Figure 6: Skewness of the horizontal velocity at different water depths for deep (kd→∞) and intermediate
water depth (kd = 1.29) in unidirectional (N = ∞) and directional (N = 2) sea. Skewness of the linear
velocity only (circles) is plotted against the linear plus super-harmonics (crosses) and the total second order
(dots) velocity.
In a random wave field, the contribution of super-harmonics K+, which characterise
the positive skewness of the surface elevation, is overall negligible when compared to the
contribution of sub-harmonics K−. Its effect is noticeble at the water surface and only for
intermediate water depth conditions. Hence, the skewness of a signal, that is composed by
the linear solution and a K+ second-order contribution, is very close to zero. This means
that the resulting signal still remains a random Gaussian process, i.e. skewness Sk = 0. If
the contribution of K− is added, the skewness assumes negative values, departing from a
Gaussian process. This relates to the set-down that subharmonics imposed in the proximity
of the most energetic wave groups, see Fig. 7 for a sample signal.
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Figure 7: Sample time series from the unidirectional simulations N = ∞ and intermediate water depth
kd = 1.29 extracted at z/λ = −0.30: linear velocity (solid line); super harmonics (dashed line); sub
harmonics (dotted line).
Interestingly, the second-order contribution on the horizontal velocity does not attenuate
with respect to the depth. Whereas the skewness remains rather constant through the water
column for kd→∞, it rapidly increases with depth for kd = 1.29.
Wave directional spreading does not seem to have any notable effect on the skewness for
kd→∞. However, the skewness notably weakens with the broadening of the wave spectrum
for kd = 1.29. This attenuation is more substantial at deeper subsurface layers than at the
surface.
3.3. Probability density function
The skewness only measures the asymmetry of the p.d.f. [27]. However, it is often
instructive to extract information on the most extreme values for practical applications.
These relate to the shape of the upper and lower tails of the distribution. The full p.d.f.
for u are shown in Fig. 8. To match the location of the physical measurements, the p.d.f.
at a distance from the surface z/λ = −0.17 for deep-water conditions and z/λ = −0.07 for
intermediate water depth are shown. Second-order simulations and laboratory experiments
are presented; the Gaussian distribution is added as benchmark statistics.
Overall, the upper and lower tails of the distribution substantially deviate from the
Gaussian distribution. At the second-order the positive velocities, associated to wave crests,
are lower than Gaussian. On the other hand the negative velocities, associated to wave
troughs, are higher than Gaussian, in absolute value. This is consistent with the presence
of the set-down in the proximity of the most energetic groups. It is worth noting that this
effect opposes the deviation observed for the surface elevation, where the positive values are
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Figure 8: Normalised p.d.f. of horizontal velocity at position consistent with the experimental measurements
for deep (kd → ∞) and intermediate water depth (kd = 1.29) in unidirectional (N = ∞) and directional
(N = 2) sea. Numerical simulations (circles) are plotted against experimental data (crosses) and the
reference Gaussian distribution (continuous).
under-estimated and negative values are over-estimated by the Gaussian distribution [8].
Simulations are in good agreement with laboratory experiments.
As can be also noticed, the effect of wave directional spreading on the tail of the distribu-
tion is quite negligible in the numerical simulations. However, it is slightly more pronounced
for the experimental data. For kd→∞, both tails tend to relax on the Gaussian distribu-
tion, if the wave spectrum broadens in the directional domain (see upper panels in Fig. 8).
For kd = 1.29, directional spreading increases the departure from the Gaussian distribution
for both unidirectional and directional condition (lower panels in Fig. 8).
4. Conclusions
The effect of second-order nonlinearity on the horizontal component of the wave orbital
motion was revisited with the general second-order wave model derived by Sharma and Dean
[9]. Simple deterministic, monochromatic and bichromatic wave conditions were tested to
assess the deformation of a linear solution due to super and sub-harmonics through the water
column. Monte-Carlo simulations were carried out to analyse the contribution of second-
order nonlinearity on the statistical properties of the orbital motion in random wave fields.
The effect of water depth and directional spreading was also considered.
Tests on regular waves confirmed the absence of velocity second-order nonlinearity for
self-interacting monochromatic waves in deep-water conditions. For finite water depth, in
this case for a value of kd = 1.29, self-interaction produces super-harmonics nearby the sur-
face. However, the super-harmonics rapidly decay with respect to the depth; sub-harmonics
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are suppressed since the negative interaction kernel K− = 0. On the other hand, when two
different wave components (bichromatic waves case) interact with each other, sub-harmonics
are generated, both in deep and intermediate water condition. These components induce
a set-down of the velocity signal in the proximity of energetic waves, which enhances the
backwards velocity below the troughs and decreases the forward speed below the crests.
Except for superficial sublayers, in which super- and sub-harmonics have comparable en-
ergy contents, the sub-harmonics dominate the second-order nonlinearity through the water
column, due to a much weaker decay rate.
In random sea states, the overall contribution of sub-harmonics characterises the second-
order nonlinearity. Due to the set-down under the most energetic wave groups, the proba-
bility density function of the horizontal velocity component u becomes negatively skewed, in
contrast to the positive skewness of the second-order surface elevation, deviating substan-
tially from a Gaussian distribution. This departure remains rather constant with depth for
kd → ∞, while it increases with respect to the depth for kd = 1.29. Generally, directional
spreading has only a marginal effect on skewness for kd→∞, but it weakens second-order
nonlinearity for kd = 1.29.
As a further result of the set-down, the upper and lower tails of the p.d.f. of the hor-
izontal velocity depart from the Gaussian distribution, with second-order velocities below
the troughs being under predicted and below the crests being over predicted. Simulations
revealed a relaxation towards Gaussian statistics of the upper and lower tail for broad di-
rectional spreading. This fact was also confirmed by laboratory experiments, conducted in
a large directional wave basin. Experimental observations show even a more evident influ-
ence on the directional spreading, which slightly attenuates deviation from the Gaussian
distribution.
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